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We view every kiwi home as a special investment 
warranting attention to detail in all construction 
elements and finishings. It’s more than just glazing 
to fit a purpose. It’s about adding value.

Established in Howick in 1993, Haynes Glass is a full service glass, 
glazing and glass hardware company. Through innovation, hard work 
and dedication, we have grown into a glazing company capable of 
undertaking both small and large scale projects. We are proud to 
efficiently service the Greater Auckland region and beyond.

We handle all types of graphic, colour and printed style glass for new 
home builds, renovations and apartments.

Haynes Glass

Smokey Grey Mirror



Toughened glass is extremely easy to clean 
and is available in a huge range of colours, 
mirrored styles and prints. Glass splashbacks 
in a kitchen are toughened to ensure that 
they can withstand the heat from all types of 
cooktops. 

Glass Splashbacks

Colour Glass
Colour Glass is back-painted safety glass 
that can be made to any solid colour. You 
can be bold and make a statement. Match 
another colour in the room or choose a shade 
or colour that provides a bit of contrast. 
Combined with some smart modern lighting,  
colour glass will bring a real contemporary 
feel to your kitchen or bathroom.  

Why choose glass..
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Options are endless but there are a few things to keep in mind 
when selecting your image. The shape of the glass for picture 
cropping, the colours and how they work in the kitchen, where the 
images focal point is relative to rangehoods etc. and the resolution 
of the image - We recommend at least 3000 x 4000 pixels at close 
to 300dpi (larger than a 4mb file). 

Any high resolution image, printed onto ultra 
clear toughened safety glass. 

Our printer is a state of the art 1200x600 dpi UV ink printer and 
with a special pre-treatment we achieve perfect, permanent, 
GUARANTEED adhesion for 10 years. You can choose any kind of 
graphic or photograph to be transferred onto glass. 

Printed Graphics

Mirrors are great for reflecting light, which will make a kitchen 
feel more spacious, open and bright. They’re especially effective 
in small or dark kitchens, where they can transform an otherwise 
cramped space into a comfortable place for cooking, working and 
socialising. Having a splashback that reflects the garden our patio 
can even create the illusion of more outdoor space!

Mirrors are stylish and as they aren’t a particular colour, they are a 
little more flexible with decor and the latest seasons trends.

Mirrored glass splashbacks are a popular 
modern choice with a number of styles to 
choose from - silver, smokey grey, bronze or 
antique.

Mirrored Splashbacks
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When printed onto glass, a printed high 
resolution texture takes on a premium 
appearance. All of the modern feel with 
the hygenic, easy to clean convenience and 
toughened resiliance of glass.

All of the latest textures found in high spec 
homes.. Re-created on glass.

Come and visit our showroom to 
browse samples of the available 
textures

Faux marble, concrete and more..

Printed Textures Mirrors can be fit to the wall with domes, glued or on a stand-off 
mount. Why not add a really modern touch and install an LED 
backlight? Mirror demisters are also available with all mounting 
options.

Matte Finishes
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Contact Us
Our splashbacks are guaranteed for 10 
years on paint / print delamination and 
workmanship.

10 Year Guarantee

With a young creative team of reps and 
designers, we jump at the opportunity to 
go ultra modern and contemporary. We 
thrive on the new and love a challenge.

Planning and Design

Contact us for a quote over the phone, via email, or to arrange to 
meet a consultant on site. If you havent already chosen your colour 
(or design), our consultant will have some samples with him and is 
experienced to help you in the selection process.

On acceptance of a quote we will conduct a final measure. The glass 
is then cut to the accurate shape and measurements and toughened. 
Edges are polished and the glass is spray painted or printed. When it is 
dry we will call and arrange the install (installation generally takes 1-2 
hours depending on the size of the job).

The Process

0800 580 680

38 Trugood Drive, East Tamaki
PO Box 38878, Howick
www.haynesglass.co.nz

Silver Mirror
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Precision + Smart Design

0800 580 680
www.haynesglass.co.nz


